Adequate fate descriptors are crucial input parameters in models used to predict the behaviour and transport of a contaminant in the environment and determine predicted environmental concentrations for risk assessment. When new fate models are being developed for emerging contaminants, such as engineered nanoparticles (ENPs), special care has to be applied in adjusting conventional approaches and fate descriptors to a new set of substances. The aim of this paper is to clarify misconceptions about the applicability of equilibrium partition coefficients, such as the octanol-water partition coefficient (K ow ) or the soil-water distribution coefficient (K d ), whose application in the context of ENP fate assessment is frequently suggested despite lacking scientific justification. ENPs are present in the environment as thermodynamically unstable suspensions and their behaviour must be represented by kinetically controlled attachment and deposition processes as has been established by colloid science. Here, we illustrate the underlying theories of equilibrium partitioning and kinetically controlled attachment and discuss why the use of any coefficient based on equilibrium partitioning is inadequate for ENPs and can lead to significant errors in ENP fate predictions and risk assessment.
Introduction
Our ability to predict the behaviour of nanoparticles in natural aquatic systems is directly linked with our understanding of the processes governing the fate of nanoparticles in the environment and the adequate translation of these processes into conceptual models. Those models, while inherently being a simplified representation of the conceptualized system, require a solid mechanistic foundation based on the physico-chemical processes that govern the real system. For long, the environmental behaviour of organic chemicals and metals has been assessed using distribution coefficients such as the Henry's law constant or distribution functions of the Freundlich or Langmuir type. 1, 2 These coefficients are quantitative descriptors of how a substance distributes between certain phases (air/water, water/organic carbon, water/soil) and are derived from experiments which determine the ratio of e.g. dissolved and particle-bound fraction in the state of a thermodynamic equilibrium. Distribution coefficients have proven extremely powerful for the assessment and prediction of transport, retardation and accumulation of a wide range of substances, including metals and organic chemicals such as pesticides and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
1,2
The reason for the successful application of these distribution coefficients is that the underlying concept (distribution between two phases at equilibrium) describes well the processes taking place in the real system for a well-defined group of substances (typically non-ionizable organic chemicals). In recent years, growing concern about the fate of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) in natural and engineered systems has led to a need to identify adequate fate descriptors to be used in ENP transport and fate models. [3] [4] [5] Naturally, the straightforward determination and application of distribution coefficients in the field of environmental science resulted in the temptation to apply these established and relatively simple concepts to ENPs. 3 However, when applying a concept well established for a specific group of substances to a fundamentally different type of material with distinctly different properties, caution needs to be used to ensure that the underlying concepts are still valid for the new material. 4, 6 Limitations of distribution coefficients to have been widely discussed, 1,7-9 but it seems that confusion exists regarding the question of how the distribution behaviour of ENPs should be described. Several recent publications report measured distribution coefficients for ENPs [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or propose their application in the context of ENP fate and risk assessment 3, 13, 17 without acknowledging or sufficiently discussing the associated limitations. Although ENPs are often treated as a fundamentally new class of materials, processes of colloidal particle aggregation and attachment to surfaces have been investigated for decades and the findings have been integrated into theories and models which have been demonstrated to accurately describe these processes in well controlled and relatively simple systems. [18] [19] [20] Those models and theories are based on entirely kinetically controlled processes and have been used to describe aggregation, surface attachment (deposition) and transport processes of natural colloids and nanoparticles in the environment. 21 To our knowledge, neither in traditional nor in environmental colloid science, the concept of an equilibrium distribution coefficient (K d ) has ever been successfully employed to describe colloidal particle behaviour. The purpose of this paper is to clarify the fundamental differences between the two concepts of equilibrium partitioning and kinetically controlled attachment. We describe the underlying theories and discuss why the use of K d or an analogous coefficient based on the same equilibrium distribution concept easily leads to erroneous interpretations and predictions of nanoparticle transport, distribution among environmental compartments and accumulation in the food chain.
Theoretical bases of equilibrium partitioning and particle attachment
In this section, we summarize the theoretical concepts governing the behaviour of organic chemicals and ENPs in a two-phase system and highlight the most important differences between equilibrium partitioning of dissolved molecules and kinetically controlled attachment or deposition of particles. Fig. 1 illustrates the processes acting on organic chemicals (Fig. 1a) and ENPs (Fig. 1b-d) at a liquid-liquid and solid-liquid interface. Note that the focus of this paper is on the applicability of equilibrium partitioning to ENPs and not on general limitations or special cases of equilibrium partitioning, for example for ionized molecules, macromolecules or surfactants, which have been discussed elsewhere. 1, [7] [8] [9] Therefore, the discussion and depiction of equilibrium partitioning for organic chemicals in Fig. 1a is limited to the basic case of low-molecular-weight, uncharged organic molecules.
It is important to note that the commonly used term "sorption" is a general term describing any kind of process through which a substance adsorbs on or absorbs into another substance. However, the terms sorption, adsorption, or absorption do not give any indication of the underlying processes driving the transfer of the sorbate, which can differ significantly for different substance types (as for example organic chemicals and ENPs). In some cases, adsorption or absorption are driven by thermodynamics and distribution isotherms (e.g. based on the Langmuir or Freundlich equations) can be used to describe adsorption, or distribution coefficients to describe absorption, based on the assumption that the system reaches a thermodynamic equilibrium. On the other hand, when adsorption or absorption are purely kinetically controlled, different mechanistic explanations are required to adequately describe the underlying processes as well as the quantitative macroscopic effect.
Equilibrium partitioning and partition coefficients
The equilibrium partitioning of organic chemicals (MW < 500 g mol −1 ) is mainly the result of two processes: molecular diffusion due to thermal motion and intermolecular interactions. 2 Molecular diffusion alone would result in a uniform distribution of all molecules throughout space. However, in condensed phases (and non-ideal gas phases), neighbouring molecules interact with each other in various ways and this influences their partitioning. There are various types of interactions (e.g. non-specific van-der-Waals interactions, specific H-bond interactions, and ionic interactions). Depending on these interactions, molecules prefer to reside in one phase versus another. If the intermolecular interactions for molecule i are more attractive in phase B than in phase A, then the velocity or likelihood for a molecule i to diffuse out of phase A into phase B is increased. This leads to an enrichment of molecules i in phase B (Fig. 1a) . Once the system reaches thermodynamic equilibrium, the number of molecules i in phase A times their likelihood to move from phase A to phase B is the same as the number of molecules i in phase B times their likelihood to move from phase B to phase A. That is, at equilibrium, the number of molecules moving back and forth between the two phases is the same. At equilibrium, the ratio of the equilibrium concentrations C i,A /C i,B equals the ratio of the rate constants k i,BA /k i,AB with which the molecules i move from phase B to phase A or vice versa (Fig. 1a ). The ratio of C i,A /C i,B at equilibrium is referred to as the partition (or distribution) coefficient, K i,AB . Typical equilibrium partition coefficients used in the context of chemical fate predictions and risk assessment are the octanol-water partition coefficient, K ow , and the distribution (or soil-water partition) coefficient, K d . They are determined by mixing the chemical of interest in a system of octanol and water (K ow ) or soil and water (K d ), allowing the system to reach thermodynamic equilibrium, separating the two phases and quantifying the concentration of the chemical in each phase using standard analytical techniques.
22-24 K ow and K d are employed in environmental fate models and are very powerful input parameters to predict the distribution of organic chemicals between water and organic phases (e.g. soil, suspended sediments) in the environment. 2 They are also used to predict bioconcentration factors (BCF) for aquatic organisms.
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The relationship between the equilibrium partition coefficient, K i,AB = C i,A /C i,B , and the difference in standard Gibbs free energy, ΔG o i,AB , when i is distributed between phases A and B at equilibrium is given by:
where R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. 2 If new molecules i are added to the system, they will distribute between phases A and B in the same proportion as the molecules i that are already present, as long as the molecules i themselves do not considerably influence the properties of the phases (see Fig. 1a ). Obviously, it is a prerequisite for this kind of equilibrium partitioning that the thermal energy of some of the molecules of i is always high enough to overcome the attractive interactions in their current phase so that they can diffuse into the other phase (Fig. 1a) . The derivation of equilibrium partition coefficients is only valid because the solutions of substance i in solvents A and B are well-defined thermodynamic phases. † Moreover, the Fig. 1 Illustration of the distribution behaviour of dissolved organic chemicals (a) and nanoparticles (b-d) at different time points in a two-phase system. For organic chemicals, the situation is equivalent for solid-liquid and liquid-liquid systems (a), whereas for nanoparticles, a distinction is made for homogeneous nanoparticle dispersions in a solid-liquid (b) and a liquid-liquid system (d). Additionally, the effect of inherent population heterogeneity of nanoparticle suspensions is depicted (c). Note that the arrows indicate spontaneous transfer between phases A and B occurring without any additional energy input (see also discussion in the text).
partition coefficient of substance i in the system of solvents A and B is not just the ratio of empirically determined concentrations of i in A and B, but is defined as the ratio of the concentrations of i in A and B at the point where the chemical potential, i.e. the molar free energy of i in the system of A and B is at its minimum (see eqn (1) ). This means that the system is able to achieve the state of thermodynamic equilibrium by molecular diffusion of the molecules i, which enables them to overcome potential energy barriers to reach their most favourable (in terms of the Gibbs Free Energy) distribution between the two phases. This is an exact and nonempirical definition of the equilibrium partition coefficient.
Equilibrium partitioning does not apply to nanoparticles
In contrast to small organic molecules, nanoparticles do not form solutions, but colloidal dispersions, ‡ which are multiphase systems and thermodynamically unstable. 25, 26 Unlike small molecules, which can reach an energetically favourable state by dissolving in a solvent, colloidal particles are too large to dissolve, they form their own phase and require an energy input to be suspended throughout another phase. Nanoparticle dispersions can be kinetically stable for a long period of time (typically through electrostatic or steric stabilization) but they will never reach thermodynamic equilibrium and can consequently not be equilibrated with an additional phase. Therefore, empirically defined ratios of nanoparticle concentrations in two solvents A and B lack the fundamental definition of an equilibrium partition coefficient described above for organic molecules. They depend on many contingent factors such as the absolute amount of nanoparticles in the system, the initial conditions, and the time at which the concentrations are measured (Fig. 1b-d ) (none of these factors affect equilibrium partition coefficients). Because the dispersions of nanoparticles in A and B are not thermodynamically stable, concentration ratios do not, by the very nature of the system, convey any general information about equilibrium partitioning properties of a type of nanoparticles, but are always limited to the conditions of their measurements. When nanoparticles are mixed in a two-phase system (Fig. 1b-d) , they behave very differently from organic molecules (Fig. 1a) . It is important to be aware of these differences to understand that any nanoparticle concentration ratio determined in such a system does not qualify as an equilibrium partition coefficient. Nanoparticles cannot reach thermodynamic equilibrium by distributing between the two phases A and B, but they can reduce their surface energy by attaching to each other (aggregation) or to the interface between A and B (deposition or attachment).
Kinetically controlled nanoparticle attachment and deposition
Particle-particle or particle-surface interactions that control nanoparticle attachment or deposition have traditionally been described by the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory of colloidal stability, 18, 21 which considers the sum of electrical double-layer and van-der-Waals interactions. Additionally, non-DLVO forces such as steric, hydrophobic, and hydration forces can also play an important role in nanoparticle attachment. 21 The profile of total interaction energy as a function of particle-particle or particle-surface distance is influenced by properties of the nanoparticles and the surrounding medium (i.e., particle size, zeta potential, Hamaker constant and electrolyte composition). Aggregation or deposition occurs if the particles can overcome the energy barrier and reach the deep primary energy minimum at short separation distances. If the conditions of the system are repulsive, e.g. due to a high zeta potential, the particle requires sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the energy barrier to reach the primary energy minimum. The energy provided by Brownian diffusion may be insufficient to overcome this repulsive energy barrier. In some cases, reversible deposition in a more shallow secondary energy minimum occurring at larger separation distances has been shown to contribute to the overall observed deposition. 28 However, the importance of the secondary minimum for aggregation or deposition is directly related to the particle size and only significant for particles larger than~0.5 μm, not for nanoparticles. 21 Because of our inability to accurately quantify the physicochemical forces contributing to particle attachment, this step is typically described by an empirical parameter termed the particle attachment efficiency (α) that needs to be determined in aggregation or deposition experiments. Detachment of a nanoparticle deposited in the primary energy minimum does not occur spontaneously, i.e. by thermal motion, but only takes place if external forces (e.g. shear forces in turbulent waters or vigorous shaking in a laboratory experiment) are applied or the conditions of the system affecting the potential energy barrier, e.g. the ionic strength, are altered. Thus, the detachment of nanoparticles from a solid-liquid or liquid-liquid interface is a kinetically controlled process that relies on the nanoparticle overcoming the forces holding it in an energy minimum. This process is different from the spontaneous release of molecules sorbed at an interface. Therefore, the addition of more nanoparticles at a certain time point (t 3 ) (Fig. 1b-d) does not result in an equivalent distribution of those particles (e.g. when compared to t 2 ) as it is the case for dissolved organic molecules. Rather, the addition of new nanoparticles simply results in more particles attaching to the solid-liquid or liquid-liquid interface, yielding a new value of "K AB ". Thus, it is incorrect to describe nanoparticle attachment to a solid-liquid † According to J. W. Gibbs, a phase is a state of matter that is uniform throughout, both in chemical composition and physical state. A solution is composed of only one phase and is uniform on a microscopic level. 25 ‡ A colloidal dispersion is a system of particles in the size range of approximately 1 nm to 1 μm dispersed in a continuous phase of a different composition or state. Unlike a solution, a dispersion is composed of more than one phase and is only uniform on a macroscopic scale, but not on a microscopic scale. 26, 27 Environmental Science: Nano Perspective interface as an equilibrium process, because the apparent partition coefficient "K AB " changes with time.
Because the transfer of suspended nanoparticles from a liquid phase to a solid-liquid interface (Fig. 1b, c) is not a process reaching thermodynamic equilibrium, the mass transfer of nanoparticles from the fluid phase to the surface needs to be described in kinetic terms. The mass transfer of nanoparticles is described by the convective-diffusion equation, which can be solved for different well-defined geometries. 29 For instance, the deposition of nanoparticles onto granular media is of importance in many environmental processes and is the subject of many theoretical and experimental studies. 21 Often, an individual grain in a granular medium can be approximated as a sphere, in which case the mass transport of nanoparticles to the grain surface is described by the single-collector contact efficiency (η 0 ).
30,31
The single-collector contact efficiency considers the contributions of three major mechanisms for transport of particles to the solid surface; namely, gravitational sedimentation, interception and Brownian diffusion (the latter being the dominant mechanism for nano-sized particles). This kinetic parameter can readily be evaluated for different environmental systems by using a closed-form correlation equation or by numerically solving the steady-state convective-diffusion equation. 30 In the context of nanoparticle deposition onto granular media, the particle attachment rate constant (k att ) is related to η 0 and α via
where d c is the average grain size, ν is the pore fluid velocity, and ε is the porosity of the granular medium. An analogous particle-particle attachment efficiency (α) is used in the interpretation of homoaggregation studies of nanoparticles and heteroaggregation studies between nanoparticles and suspended natural colloids (e.g. clays). The quantitative analysis approach described above (including eqn (2)) is well suited for describing the kinetic deposition behavior of nanoparticles in relatively "ideal" conditions; namely, in homogeneous, well-defined granular media such as those used in controlled laboratory studies. However, in natural granular environments, it is not straightforward to evaluate k att (or η 0 ) because of the inherent chemical and physical heterogeneities of the granular medium. In such environments, the kinetic deposition and release coefficients for nanoparticles must be determined from laboratory column studies with the natural granular material. For example, in the simplest case of irreversible nanoparticle deposition, the analytical solution to the one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation can be fitted to the measured nanoparticle breakthrough curves from columns packed with natural grains. 32 Regardless of the system geometry, Fig. 1b and c describe the transfer of nanoparticles from a homogeneous or heterogeneous (in terms of nanoparticle population) suspension to the solid-liquid interface. In Fig. 1b and c, it is clear that the number of attached nanoparticles increases with time in this purely kinetically controlled process. Moreover, if the observed quantities of suspended versus attached nanoparticles are used to quantify an apparent partition coefficient, "K AB ", the value of this parameter will vary with time. Hence, the use of an equilibrium distribution concept is clearly inappropriate in these situations. Nanoparticles can readily attach at a liquid-liquid interface as this results in the reduction of their free energy (compared to a particle suspended in the bulk fluid) (Fig. 1d) . However, a nanoparticle is much less likely to cross the liquid-liquid interface into another phase because this requires overcoming significant capillary and viscous forces (except in the case of a liquid-liquid interface having a very low interfacial tension). 33 Nevertheless, the nanoparticles remain dispersed and do not truly dissolve in any of the liquid phases. Thus, as described above for the case where nanoparticles attach at a solid-liquid interface (and illustrated in Fig. 1d ), the attachment of nanoparticles to a liquid-liquid interface cannot be described by an equilibrium partition coefficient "K AB ". Another distinction to be made with regards to ENPs is their inherent heterogeneity. A dispersion of ENPs is an assembly of not fully similar entities, contrary to a solution of a chemical substance, where every molecule is identical to the other. Hence, ENP dispersions exhibit not only a distribution in particle size, shape and surface chemistry, but also a population heterogeneity in terms of their attachment behaviour. 28, 34 Fig. 1c also shows how the apparent value of "K AB "
will be different when the original nanoparticle dispersion consists of heterogeneous nanoparticle populations having distinct physicochemical properties that lead to different rates of attachment. This might be interpreted as the development of a dynamic equilibrium (Fig. 1c) , but again would introduce a misrepresentation of the underlying processes.
The concept of partitioning is misused for nanoparticles
In summary, ENPs do not form solutions in environmental media but dispersions, which are thermodynamically unstable. Attachment of ENPs to other particles or surfaces is not driven by thermodynamically controlled equilibrium partitioning. Similar limitations have been discussed previously for microbial transport. 35 It has been shown, for example, that attachment and detachment of bacteriophages (which are also of nanometric size) are kinetically controlled and it was suggested that the application of predictive models for microbial transport on the basis of equilibrium sorption could lead to significant errors. 36 Although the theories underlying partitioning behaviour and colloidal science are well-established concepts, there exists on-going confusion in the scientific community regarding ENP transfer between different environmental phases and compartments. Several experimental attempts have been made to determine partition coefficients for ENPs. In some cases, the inappropriateness of such measurements was recognized; 37, 38 however, in most instances, some type of partition coefficient was still derived and reported. 11, 12, 14, 16 For example, different ENPs studied in a two-phase liquid system (to determine "K ow " values) did not dissolve and partition between the two phases but formed a third phase at the interface between octanol and water. 14 In another study, the distribution behaviour of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) between water and soil was shown to be heavily influenced by the aggregation and settling of the MWCNTs rather than by equilibrium partitioning. 16 Elsewhere, it was recognized that the equilibrium assumption is not valid for the interaction of ENPs and soils and therefore K d values should not be determined for ENPs. 11, 12 However, it appears that rather than accepting the inapplicability of the equilibrium partition concept to ENPs, many scientists are tempted to propose some operationally defined (partition) coefficients. Such operationally defined coefficients are, for example, "interface coefficients, K I ", to account for the ENP fraction that "partitions" to the interface 14 (note that the interface coefficient proposed here is not related to the thermodynamic equilibrium partition coefficients for surfactants at liquid-liquid interfaces described elsewhere 44, 45 ), the "corrected soil sorption coefficients, K c d ", to account for the effect of aggregative sedimentation 16 and the "retention coefficients, K r ", which are essentially measured like K d values, but do not assume equilibrium. 11, 12 All these system-specific coefficients do not have a thermodynamic basis, but depend on contingent, systemspecific factors; they do not replace the need for studying the system from a colloid science perspective and, most importantly, they can be strongly misleading when applied in the same manner as true equilibrium partition coefficients, for example, in environmental fate predictions. There are also several studies that report measured partition coefficient values for ENPs without discussing any possible issues or limitations of this approach. 10, 13, 15 In this context, it is important to remember that the fact that a value can be operationally defined and measured does not necessarily make it scientifically meaningful. The underlying equilibrium principles are still not applicable to ENPs and if this is ignored, inconsistencies in the results are easily overlooked or not apparent when the measurements are limited to a small set of conditions.
Implications
It is of great importance that scientists in the field of ENP fate and risk assessment gain a common understanding of, and agreement on, appropriate ENP fate descriptors. These fate descriptors must be based on established principles, theories and concepts and should not be driven by the idea that approaches established for organic chemicals can be directly applied to ENPs. While "partition coefficients" derived from batch experiments are often easier and faster to measure than attachment efficiencies (especially for heteroaggregation), their use is not justified, as they have no scientific meaning for ENPs. The determination and use of descriptors that either have been developed for an entirely different group of chemicals or that introduce new concepts must be preceded by a detailed examination of their applicability in controlled experiments. It is critical to ensure that defined fate descriptors have a well-founded physical or chemical meaning and are not simply artefacts of an experimental design. The use of "partition coefficients" instead of attachment efficiencies in predictive environmental fate or bioconcentration models for ENPs will very likely lead to erroneous results, thereby making risk assessment based on these results meaningless. The entirely kinetic nature of the processes that ENPs undergo in the environment and the heterogeneous nature of nanomaterials are in no way represented by equilibrium partition coefficients. It is imperative to recognize that time and resources invested in measuring and reporting "partition coefficients" for ENPs without substantiating their physico-chemical basis and proving their applicability would be better invested in the determination of adequate ENP fate descriptors, such as attachment efficiencies for aggregation and deposition.
